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Strategy Flexibility: Choosing different systems to apply the work-energy principle
Grace Baker, Thanh Le

A N A LYS I S

BAC KGRO UND
•
•
•

An important goal of physics instruction is supporting students
adaptive problem solvers.
One component of adaptive problem solving is strategy flexibility,
knowing multiple ways to approach a problem and being able to
5,6
choose the most appropriate approach to solve the problem.
Understanding student rationales for their approaches on physics
problems can provide insights for informing instruction to develop
student strategy flexibility.

Analysis was conducted using process and pattern coding.
•
Interviews were transcribed.
•
Individual statements in transcripts were process coded – paraphrased using
action words to narrate student’s response
•
Using the process codes, we did pattern coding.

F I NDI NG S

A students preference can depend on a self-assessment of their own
understanding.

PURPOSE

Understanding what judgements are involved when students choose one
approach over another to answer a physics problem.

METHODS
7,8

A student’s preference can depend on alignment of their initial thinking to their
approach.
8

CO NC LUS I O N

When choosing between two viable approaches, students may make their
decisions based on:
• How well they understand the approach, and
• How similar the approach is with their own thinking
We may find additional judgments students make in their approaches as we
expand our analysis to the remaining tasks. These analyses will provide insight
into student processes for planning and carrying out physics problems.

In the future, we will analyze the remaining tasks for new emerging themes of
students’ rationales of their approaches to physics problems involving the workenergy theorem. Taken together, the analyses can inform instruction on how to
develop student flexibility I their system choices.
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